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About Alice Fulton’s work
§  Born 1953 in Troy, New York; studied at Cornell 
University (MFA, 1983) with A.R. Ammons.
§  Teaching positions at University of Michigan 
(1983-2001) and Cornell University (2001- ).
§  Seven books of poetry and essays:

•  Dance Script With Electric Ballerina (1983)
•  Palladium (1986)
•  Powers of Congress (1990)
•  Sensual Math (1997)
•  Feeling as a Foreign Language [essays] (1999)
•  Felt (2001)
•  Cascade Experiment [anthology] (2004)

§  “Postmodern Fractal Poetics”: characterized by a disruption of “poetry plane” 
through the use of sharp contrasts, irony, self-reflexivity, and juxtaposition of the 
esoteric with the banal.
§  Common themes include feminism, Emily Dickinson, popular culture, chaos 
theory, fractal geometry, music, art.



Background on the Work

§  The present work was originally intended as a setting of Fulton’s poem(s) for choir 
and stereo computer music; later determined that setting would be for poetry reading 
with 8-channel sonic “environment.”
§  Three poems selected from Fulton’s most recent work, Felt (2001):

•  “Prequel”
•  “By Her Own Hand”
•  “Call the Mainland”

§  Alice Fulton recorded poems in August 2004; work completed March 2005.
§  First performance by Alice Fulton at the University of North Texas in April 2005. 

§  First encountered Fulton’s poetry in 1997 (“Fractal Lanes”). 
§  Fulton’s poems inspired the titles of two previous works:

•  “the road in its unfoldings” (meta-passacaglia for wind symphony, 1996-97)
•  “crown knots & cascades” (movement VI of Occam’s Razor, 1994-99)



Pre-compositional Considerations

§  Computer music: fixed medium chosen over interactive environment.

§  Poetry reading: natural pacing of poems; precise alignment with fixed computer 
music is not critical.

§  Sound source materials determined by the content of each poem; “text painting” 
used throughout.

§  Structure and character of computer music determined by that of each poem:

•  “Prequel”—“stream-of-consciousness” text and poem layout suggests 
continuous flow of materials, wide variety of sound sources; turbulent wind 
sounds serve as a unifying element.
•  “By Her Own Hand”—poem about suicide suggested introspective, static, 
obsessive music; sound sources limited exclusively to guitar sounds and 
spoken poem fragments.

•  “Call the Mainland”—contemplation of nature; bird sounds used to 
delineate three-part structure suggested by poem.



Selection of Sound Sources

§  Prequel: 
•  “sketch”—writing with pencil on paper
•  “stretch”—twisted balloon
•  “egg”—cracked and scrambled
•  “chess”—wooden chess pieces on board
•  “roar and waterfall”; “waves”—rushing water sounds
•  “frost”—ice skate on ice
•  “tornado”; “twister”—turbulent wind sounds
•  “cricket”
•  “dead-bolt”—door slamming
•  “turbine”—machine sounds

Sound sources determined by specific words, phrases, or concepts in each poem; 
sounds are transformed and integrated according to the structure of the poem.



Selection of Sound Sources

§  By Her Own Hand: 
•  “My last sound was like the small release / of frets and strings you sense / 
when a guitarists changes chords.”—this line is the impetus for the use of 
guitar sounds throughout the poem.
•  “Have you ever been embarrassed / by a frugal kiss? It is embarrassing to 
live.”—this text (in yellow) is used in the computer part (read by the poet).
•  “The human yen for angels is depraved. / It decorates death with heaven,
…”—contrasting musical material presented here.
•  “I do regret the writhing.”—guitar string scrapes evoke this imagery.

Sound sources determined by specific words, phrases, or concepts in each poem; 
sounds are transformed and integrated according to the structure of the poem.

§  Call the Mainland: 
•  “birds”—several sampled varieties used as a metaphor for nature.
•  “the body speeds”; “heart, lungs, and gut”—heartbeats and breathing 
sounds are used.
•  “the mind sparks”; “blood-brain barrier”—represented by processed 
sounds suggestive of electrical impulses.



Prequel

§  Stream-of-consciousness flow of text.
§  Text layout reminiscent of a tornado.



By Her Own Hand

“transcendent” departure from 
more mundane observations

§  Poem about suicide presented from the 
perspective of the victim.
§  Traditional layout of poem suggests 
straightforward and direct manner of the subject.



Call the Mainland

A: Romanticized fantasy about nature, birds
B: More rational contemplation of the subject
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Conclusion: Some Reflections on the Work
§  On the use of fixed medium vs. interactive environment:

•  Affect upon live performer(s): degree of control
•  Types of interactivity: interactive vs. reactive environments
•  Continuum of temporal intra-/inter-relationships
•  Solution: fluid relationship between performer and computer music

§  On the use of “text painting” and musical representation:
•  Historical precedents
•  19th century program music
•  20th-century reactions
•  Acousmatic aesthetics

§  On the relationship between text and music:
•  Music as primary vs. supportive role
•  Perception influenced by disembodied quality of electronic media 
•  Expectations within traditional concert setting
•  Practical concerns for alternative venues


